Adopted: May 16, 2006
ACADEMIC SENATE
of
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-647-06
RESOLUTION ON
GRADING OF CULMINATING EXPERIENCE GRADUATE COURSES
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Background: Open-ended research courses that represent the culminating experience for
graduate students are either Project (usually 539, 596 or 598) or Thesis (599). Completing
requirements for these courses often delays degree completion for graduate students. Under the
present grading policy, RP grades (Report in Progress, formerly the “SP” grade) are valid for
three years, after which they are automatically changed to NC grades. This policy is a problem
for many students who are unaware of it and believe that the seven-year time limit is the only
deadline they have for degree completion. When an RP grade is changed to NC, the student must
re-register (2-9 units) in the course(s) in order to graduate. If the student no longer lives in
California, s/he must register as an out-of-state student. This is a disincentive for these students
to complete their degrees. In addition, changing an NC to a letter grade is extremely difficult,
even when the faculty advisors request it.
Since there is no real reason for a more restrictive time limit, the proposed resolution would
eliminate the three-year time limit for thesis/project completion and allow RP grades in those
courses that represent the culminating experience in the program (the specific courses noted
above, as well as similar culminating experience courses that may be developed) to remain valid
throughout the existing Title V-mandated, seven-year time limit for degree completion.
WHEREAS, Current policy on grading in Project (539, 596, 598) and Thesis (599) courses sets
a limit of three years on the length of time that RP (Report in Progress) grades
may remain without being converted to a letter grade; and
WHEREAS, If the culminating experience (539, 596, 598) or thesis (599) has not been
completed within the three-year period, the RP grade converts to an NC (No
Credit) and the student must re-enroll in Project/Thesis classes in order to receive
credit and a grade. In addition, the units with NC grades remain on the transcript;
and
WHEREAS, Graduate students are required to complete all graduate work, including Project
and Thesis work, within seven years, it is recommended that RP grades in 539,
596, 598 and 599 courses be valid for the seven-year time period. If a student
requests and is granted an extension of the seven-year limit, the RP grades in
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those classes should remain valid until the new time limit is reached; therefore be
it
RESOLVED: That RP grades given in Project (539, 596, 598 and other numbers that may be
assigned) and Thesis (599) classes remain in effect during the seven-year window
provided for completion of the degree; and be it further
RESOLVED: That if a student requests and is granted an extension of the seven-year limit, the
RP grade in Project/Thesis classes shall remain valid until the new time limit is
reached.
RESOLVED: That this policy change be applied immediately and retroactively to all students at
any stage of progress toward a graduate degree.
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This will formally acknowledge receipt and approval of the above-subject resolution. Please
extend my thanks to the Graduate Studies Committee and the Academic Senate for aligning Cal
Poly policies with the existing Title V-mandated, seven-year time limit for degree completion.
Attachment

